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                ImageCool Converter 

                
                  In the past 12 years, We dedicated to image format technology. ImageCool Converter is the newest product for image processing..

                  ImageCool Converter is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can convert, process and view image files in batches. 

                    ImageCool Converter runs smoothly on the most popular OS such as Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 10 and Vista.
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                Key Features:

                
                  	500 Formats: 
                        ImageCool Converter supports more than 500 image formats import and over 100 formats export, including BMP, GIF, PDF, JPG, PNG ,WBMP, EMF, TGA, TIF, WMF, ICO... Please visit List of 500 Supported Formats.

                    
	50 Filters & Effects:
                        ImageCool Converter supports 40 image filters and 12 image effects including Color Balance, Flip, Rotation, Reflect, and more.

                    
	 Alpha Channel Support:
                         ImageCool Converter fully supports Alpha channel in 32-bit PNG or ICO formats and fully supports transparence layer in GIF, PNG or ICO formats.

                    
	 Multi-Page Format Support:
                         ImageCool Converter fully supports Multi-Page formats. You can convert, create or preview Multi-Page images, including TIF, GIF, PCX, AWD, WFX, FLI and FLC.

                    
	500+ Formats to PDF: 
                        Converts 500+ image formats to PDF in batches.

                    
	PDF to 130+ Formats:
                        Converts PDF to more than 130 image formats in batches, such as JPG, JPG2000, GIF, PNG, TIF, EMF ...

                    
	130+ Formats to/from JPEG2000:
                        Supports conversions between more than 130 formats and JPEG2000(JP2, J2K, JPC and JPF) images.

                    
	Powerful Resizing Functions:
                        Supports three resizing modes, including "Standard Size"， "Custom Size" and "Proportion Size". There are 50 standard sizes in the "Standard Size" mode.

                    
	Large Image Support:
                        If the image is too large to completely load into memory, ImageCool Converter will resize the file as it loads.

                    
	 Preview Modes: 
                        ImageCool Converter has 4 preview modes, including Details, Preview, Thumbnails and Custom. You can easily switch the modes by clicking on the buttons in the upper right corner. ImageCool Converter can create more than 512x512 pixels icons from any other supported formats.

                    
	Slideshow Builder:
                         Supports quickly converting a group of pictures or PDF files to a stand-alone EXE file, so let you easily create self-running slide show package, and make PDF readable on any computer without Adobe PDF software installed.

                    
	Preview Modes:
                        ImageCool Converter has 4 preview modes, including Details, Preview, Thumbnails and Custom. You can easily switch the modes by clicking on the buttons in the upper right corner.

                    


                

                Function

                
                  	Image Conversion 

                            

                            ImageCool Converter has a special mode named "Quick Conversion".

                              ImageCool Converter allows you to  drag'n drop your files 
                              onto the floating button "Convert Now" 
                              to start the conversion. 	
		Frame Maker

                            

                            Frame maker  allows you to easily add frames to  your images or photos in batches. ImageCool has about 80 frame models in the package. There are 7 frame groups: Simple Frames, Gradient Frames, Shadow Borders, Image Frames, Lace Patterns, Paper Frames and Blank Frames.
	Image Splitter

                            

                            ImageCool can split your images automatically and You can also spit them by just dragging the splitting lines.
                              ImageCool can apply the current splitting parameters to all the selected images.
                              It is useful to split multi-photos with same parameters in batches.  	


                  

                

                
                  	Image Cropper

                          

                          ImageCool has two methods to position or adjust the cropping margins: Method 1: You can drag your mouse on the preview box to "draw" a selection box. ImageCool will automatically create cropping margins for you. Method 2: Drag the coordinate lines to adjust each margin easily. ImageCool can apply the current cropping parameters to all the selected images. It is useful to crop multi-photos with same parameters in batches. 	
	 	

                        Image Combination

                        

                        ImageCool has two methods to combine your images and photos. 
                          Automatic Combination Mode: ImageCool will automatically position, arrange and resize all the images. 
                      Manual Combination Mode: You can easily position, arrange and resize the images by just dragging the mouse. 
	Watermark Maker

                          

                          ImageCool can easily add text or image watermarks on photos. There are 17 templates, you can choose one of them and then change the options to get the effect you want. You can make a beautiful watermark by changing multi-options, such as font, transparence, angle, brush texture, shadow, edge and more. 	 


                

                
                  	

                      Renaming Tool

                        

                        ImageCool Renaming Tool allows you to easily rename multi-images or photos in batches. You can use 22 templets and 40x40x40 methods theoretically to rename your files. You can even use the EXIF information in your new file name. For example, you can use "Time Taken" or "Aperture Value" in the new names.	
		

                        Multi-Page Support

                        

                        ImageCool Converter fully supports Multi-Page formats. You can convert, create or preview Multi-Page images, including TIF, GIF, PCX, PDF, AWD, WFX, FLI, FLC and AVI(preview only)formats. 
	Image Resizer

                        

                        Image Resizer allows you to change  the size of your images  in batches. There are 3 resizing modes: Standard Size, Customizing Size and Size Reference. There are 3 size goups in "Standard Size" mode: Screen Resolution, Photo Print Size and Common Paper Size.	
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